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Gaia GPS Help Center Join the conversation © copyright 2003 - 2020 Gaia Interactive, Inc. All rights reserved. Gaia, Inc.TypePublicTraded asNASDAQ: GAIA (Class A)Russell 2000 ComponentIndustryVideo productionFounded1988; 32 years ago (1988)Boulder, Colorado, U.S.FounderJirka RysavyHeadquartersLouisville, Colorado, United
StatesWebsitewww.gaia.com Gaia, Inc., formerly Gaiam, is an international alternative video streaming service and an online community focused on fringe science and yoga. Its brands include Gaiam TV which changed its name to Gaia in 2016. The site contains videos and articles written about yoga, psychedelics and pseudoscience. [2] [3] Organized
media topics focus on marginal theories, conspiracy theories, and alternative medicine. [4] History Ancient Gaiam History was founded in Boulder, Colorado in 1988 by Jirka Rysavy. His vision was to serve the conscious consumer, a group later called cultural creatives by sociologist Paul Ray in 1996: educated consumers who make purchasing decisions
based on their values. [6] The company states that its name was the result of the merger of Gaia, a mother earth deity, with the phrase I am for the interconnectivity of all things. In 2001, it merged with California-based Real Goods Solar. In 2005, Gaiam acquired the media assets of GoodTimes Entertainment and Jetlag Productions. In 2003, the company
bought a 50.1% stake in its UK distributor Leisure Systems International (LSI). In 2007, Gaiam acquired Lime.com[11] and Zaadz.com[12] for greater community presence. Recent History In 2011, the company launched Gaiam TV, a video streaming service on yoga, meditation and fringe science. [13] renamed Gaia in 2015. In 2012, Gaiam acquired Vivendi
Entertainment, a DVD distributor of Universal Music Group Distribution, a subsidiary of Vivendi, merging it with its home entertainment division to form Gaiam Vivendi Entertainment. [15] In 2019, USA Today ranks Gaia, Inc. as the world's fastest growing retailer,[17] spending up to 120% of advertising revenue. In June 2019, Gaia began broadcasting live
events from a new event center on its Louisville campus. [19] [20] The events are broadcast live in 185 countries with simultaneous translation,[22] and feature speakers such as Gregg Braden, Caroline Myss, Bruce Lipton and Graham Hancock. [23] Meditation Intention Experience From September 30 to October 5, 2017, Lynne McTaggart hosted an
American Peace Intention Experiment, broadcast on Gaia TV. [24] The experiment involved a large number of people participating in group meditation specifically directed towards reducing violent crime in Fairground, area around natural bridge Avenue in north St. Louis, Missouri, which has been rated the most dangerous street in America. [25] [26] Six
months after the experiment. Jessica Utts, a professor of statistics at the University of California, analyzed four sets of crime data in St. Louis from September 2014 to March 2018 2018 the effect of the experience on crime. [26] From October 2017 to March 2018, property crime increased at the fairgrounds, but violent crime decreased. [27] McTaggart
reported that she did not know whether the change in crime levels was caused by experience or not, but that she continued to have hope. [26] Gaia Programming provides four primary channels - Truth Search, Transformation, Alternative Healing, and Yoga - to subscribers in 185 countries, streaming more than 8,000 movies. Gaia surpassed 500,000 paying
subscribers on September 13, 2018. [29] Subjects range from the mainstream (mindfulness meditation, basic yoga) to the high fringe (psychic, alien, illuminati, energy healing,): Astrology, the pseudoscience of trying to guess the future based on the movements of celestial bodies. [30] Metaphysics, a branch of philosophy that studies the nature of reality and
being, and includes ontology, cosmology, and epistemology. Gaia offers marginal metaphysical content, focusing on topics of Western esotericism such as universal consciousness and energy. Pseudo-archaeology, marginal theories about ongoing archaeological debates that are far from the mainstream. [32] Gaia's programming ranges from the discussion
of the Turkish archaeological site of Gobekli Tepe,[35][35] to theories about how aliens built the pyramids on Earth as well as on Mars. Alchemy, an ancient practice of trying to transmute matter and create elixirs of eternal life. [36] [37] It is promoted as current pseudoscience through Gaia's alchemical programs hosted by Theresa Bullard. [38] Mysticism,
topics such as the classification of mystical experiences, and their nature in different religions and mystical traditions. Mystics differ from culture to culture (e.g. shamans, theurgists, Taoists, Kabbalists, Western esoteric, Buddhist or Christian). Gaia's programs focus on the New Age and Eastern Mysticism. Kundalini, a primitive force or energetic thought,
believed in certain Hindu practices,[41] and proposed to be controllable through yoga, meditation or singing. [42] Gaia has beginner and moderate Kundalini yoga videos. Alternative medicine, unserious or counter-factual attempts to replicate the healing effects of medicine. Much of Gaia's content focuses on energy healing, naturopathy, traditional Chinese
medicine, ayurveda or time travel. Nutrition, nutrition and nutrients needed to maintain life and health. Some of Gaia's content promotes a balanced diet and others have been created in partnership with Mayo Clinic[44][45] (although this partnership was [46] However it also promotes some unhealthy or fashionable practices such as detoxification, superfoods
or the Paleolithic diet. Meditation, the mental practice of focusing on a particular object, thinking or activity to improve one's mind, has been valuable for relaxation and stress reduction. Gaia offers different meditation series that range from established relaxation meditation to very marginal attempts at reality or cross into parallel universes. Conspiracy
Theories Gaia's topics include the assassination of John F. Kennedy[48][49] Operation Paperclip,[50][51] Project MKUltra,[52][53] and Big Pharma conspiracy theories. [54] Gaia's programming also covers topics such as research on psychedelics used as medicine, such as that carried out by the Johns Hopkins Psychedelic Research Unit; [56] and UFO
research, including government programs, such as the Pentagon's Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program. Controversy A program hosted by George Noory, covers several pseudoscientific topics such as psychic vampires, hollow Earth theory and mummified aliens. [58] [59] [60] [61] This content has been criticized as misleading or falsified. [58]
Criticism of a filmmaker formerly employed by Gaia, Patty Greer, ended with a public apology to Gaia by Greer after he accused them of promoting luciferianism and using energy weapons directed against critics. [63] [64] [65] [66] References - Miller, Ben (May 11, 2016). Gaiam metamorphoses: Go sell his brand of yoga and also change his name. Denver
Business Journal. Archived of the original on August 18, 2016. Recovered on August 8, 2016. Gaia.com Documentaries. gaia.com. Archived of the original in 2019-01-13. Recovered 2019-01-13. Murphy, Duane Paul (2018-09-25). The Gaia Deception: Digital New Age Nonsense. TheHumanist.com. Recovered 2019-05-21. Gaia.com Topics. Gaia. Archived
from the original on 2019-01-10. 'Gaiam Third Child of Entrepreneur Rysavy', Boulder County Business Report, November 1, 1998, p. 1. Ray, P. H. (2001). Cultural creatives: How 50 million people are changing the world. New York: Broadway - Our Name. Gaiam is him. Recovered august 2, 2019. 'Gaiam, Real Goods to Merge', Denver Post, October 17,
2000, p. C2. Gaiam closes goodtimes entertainment deal at $35M Archived 2013-12-14 at the wayback machine. Denver Business Journal. 9-14-2005. Recovered 12-20-2012. Gaiam, Inc. (2003). Annual Report 10-K 2003. Excerpted on December 20, 2012 from the Gaiam Corporate website archived on June 16, 2012 at the Wayback Machine - Gaiam,
Zaadz, LIME Media and Conscious Enlightenment Create Unified Source for LOHAS . Bloomberg. 6-6-2007. - Zaadz: Green Living Social Network Acquired Archived 2013-01-26 at the Wayback Machine. Mashable. 6-6-2007. Recovered 12-20-2012 - Gaiam, Inc (2011). 10-K Annual Report 2011. Excerpted December 20, 2012 from The Gaiam Corporate
website. Archived February 1, 2014, at the Wayback Machine - Gaiam TV Is Now Gaia. Excerpted November 24, 2015 from The Gaia Corporate website. Archived 2015-11-25 at the Wayback Machine - Gaiam completes acquisition of Vivendi Entertainment Creation Gaiam Vivendi Entertainment, the nation's largest independent content distributor - Archived
2012-05-05 at the Wayback Machine - Gaiam acquires Vivendi Entertainment: Deal creates distrib major indie nontheaturious content Archived 2012-06-29 at the Machine. Variety Magazine. 4-3-2012. Recovered 12-20-2012 - Among the 20 fastest growing retailers in the world, Amazon ranks just no. 4. USA Today. Recovered 2019-05-20. Inc. Gaia (2020-
02-24). Gaia announces fourth quarter and full year 2019 results. GlobeNewswire newsroom. Recovered 2020-05-12. Gaia to launch live streaming from the Louisville campus. Boulder Daily Camera. 2019-04-27. Recovered 2019-08-23. Gaia to launch live streaming from the Louisville campus. Boulder Daily Camera. 2019-04-27. Recovered 2019-08-29.
Gaia Expands Loss in Q3 SGB Media Online. sgbonline.com. Recovered 2019-08-29. Gaia de Louisville increases income, aims for 1M subscribers by 2019. Longmont Times-Call. 2018-05-08. Recovered 2019-08-23. Gaia de Louisville increases income, aims for 1M subscribers by 2019. Longmont Times-Call. 2018-05-08. Recovered 2019-08-29.
American Peace Intention Experience. ggsc.berkeley.edu. Recovered 2019-07-10. Peace Intention Experience. noosphere.princeton.edu. Recovered 2019-07-17. a b c The results of the American peace intention experiment - Lynne McTaggart . Recovered 2019-07-17. SLMPD Crime Statistics. www.slmpd.org. Recovered 2019-08-02. Pampuro, Amanda
(2018-08-21). Gaia hits filmmaker Patty Greer with an old-school weapon: a trial. Mr. Westword. Recovered 2019-10-09. Gaia Expands Loss in Q3 SGB Media Online. sgbonline.com. Recovered 2019-10-09. Zarka, Philippe (2009). Astronomy and Astrology. Procedures of the International Astronomical Union. 5 (S260): 420-425.
doi:10.1017/S1743921311002602. ISSN 1743-9221. Definition of METAPHYSIC. www.merriam-webster.com. Recovered 2019-12-05. Whipps, Heather; Earth, Elizabeth Peterson-Live Science 2016-10-27T13:33:00Z Planet. The 25 most mysterious archaeological finds on Earth. livescience.com. Recovered 2019-10-23. Change, educate inspire (2015-06-
27). 25 archaeological controversies that have divided scholars. Educate Inspiring Change. Recovered 2019-10-23. Curry, Andrew. Gobekli Tepe: The First Temple of the World? Smithsonian. Recovered 2019-10-23. Skull Cult in Gobekli Tepe - Archaeology Magazine. www.archaeology.org. Recovered 2019-10-23. What is alchemy? www.rsc.org.
Recovered 2019-11-14. Grafton, Anthony history teacher; Newman, William R.; Grafton, Anthony; Buchwald, Jed Z. (2001). Secrets of nature: Astrology and alchemy in early modern Europe. MIT Press. 396. ISBN 978-0-262-14075-1. Alchemy for the Rise of the Soul with Theresa Bullard. Regina Meredith. Recovered 2019-11-14. - Gellman, Jerome (2019),
Mysticism, in Zalta, Edward N. (ed.), The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2019 ed.), Metaphysics Research Lab, Stanford University, retrieved 2019-11-22 - Mysticism - Mystical states. Encyclopedia Britannica. 2019-11-22. - Definition of Yogapedia. Yogapedia.com. Recovered 2019-12-12. Muktananda, Swami, 1908-1982. (2000).
Consciousness game - Chitshakti vilas: a Autobiography. SYDA Foundation. (3rd ed.). South Fallsburg, NY: SYDA Fdn. ISBN 0-911307-81-8. OCLC 42296147.CS1 many: multiple names: list of authors (link) - I tried kundalini yoga. Here's everything you need to know. mindbodygreen. 2016-07-07. Recovered 2019-12-12. Gaiam: Mayo Clinic Wellness
Solutions for Insomnia on Apple TV. Apple TV. Recovered 2019-12-20. Mayo Clinic Wellness Solutions for Menopause Season 1 Episode 1 Watch Online' The full episode. www.msn.com. Recovered 2019-12-20. Li, Ben; Forbes, Thomas L.; Byrne, John (2018). Integrative medicine or infiltrative pseudoscience? The surgeon. 16 (5): 271–277.
doi:10.1016/j.surge.2017.12.002. PMID 29305045. A Beginner's Guide to Meditation. Mayo Clinic. Recovered 2020-01-03. Gillon, Steven M. Why the public stopped believing the government about JFK's murder. History. Recovered 2019-09-19. JFK assassination conspiracy theORIES: The grassy mound, the umbrella man, LBJ and the father of Ted Cruz .
Washington Post. Recovered 2019-09-19. Operation Paperclip: The secret intelligence program to bring Nazi scientists to America - Central Intelligence Agency . www.cia.gov. Recovered 2019-09-19. Lewis, Danny. Why the U.S. government brought Nazi scientists to America after World War II. Smithsonian. Recovered 2019-09-19. Publishers, History com.
MK-Ultra . History. Excerpt 2019-09-19.CS1 main: additional text: list of authors (link) - The greatest conspiracy theories of history. The Telegraph. 2016-03-16. ISSN 0307-1235. Recovered 2019-09-19. Five other states are suing oxycontin manufacturer Purdue Pharma for opioid epidemic. NBC News. Recovered 2019-09-19. Blaskiewicz, Robert (2013-12-
01). Big Pharma's conspiracy theory. Medical writing. 22 (4): 259–261. doi:10.1179/2047480613Z.00000000142. ISSN 2047-4814. Centre for Psychedelic and Consciousness Research. Center for Psychedelic and Consciousness Research. Recovered 2019-10-03. Cooper, Helen; Blumenthal, Ralph; Kean, Leslie (2017-12-16). Glowing Auras and 'Black
Money': The Pentagon's Mysterious U.F.O. Program. The New York Times. ISSN 0362-4331. Recovered 2019-10-03. A b An ancient and mummified stranger was found, group claims . The Independent. 2017-06-26. Recovered 2018-04-02. Alien mummies likely to be deformed, bodies stolen from Nazca. NewsComAu. Recovered 2018-04-02. Heaney,
Christopher. Racism behind alien mummy hoaxes. The Atlantic. Recovered 2018-04-02. George Noory's Online TV Show Launches December 14th Archived 2014-02-03 at the Wayback Machine. All access. 12-11-2012. FACT CHECK: Did Researchers Find a Mummified, Three-Fingered Alien in Nazca, Peru? Snopes.com. Recovered 2018-04-02.
Pampuro, Amanda (2018-08-21). Gaia hits filmmaker Patty Greer an old-school weapon: a trial. Mr. Westword. Recovered 2019-01-14. UFO filmmaker who called former client 'Luciferian' sued for defamation. BusinessDen. 2018-08-09. Recovered 2019-01-14. Pampuro, Amanda (2018-12-31). Slanderous prosecution against Patty Greer made redundant
and then reclassified. Mr. Westword. Recovered 2019-01-14. CropCircleFilms.com award-winning Patty Greer Crop Circle UFO Films. Crop Circle Movies. Recovered 2019-08-19. External Links Official Site Excerpt from 2 9NowThe current design of the 9Now homepage, introduced in 2016.Site typeVideo on demand, OTT, live streamingAvailable
inEnglishPredecessor(s)s9JunmpinHeadquartersSydney, New South Wales, AustraliaArea servedAustraliaOwnerNine Entertainment Co.Servicesstreaming serviceURL9now.com.auRegistrationFreeLaunched27 January 2016Cur statusRentActive 9Now is a video-on-demand, catch-up TELEVISION service run by the Nine Network in Australia. The service
was launched on January 27, 2016, replacing Nine's old 9Jumpin service. 9Now offers live online channel 9, 9Gem, 9GB!, 9Life and 9Rush, as well as live news via 9news.com.au. [1] [2] in 2016, 9Now was at the center of a legal challenge by win television, then a partner of regional television, which contributed to an affiliation exchange for Nine and its
competitor Network Ten. Since its launch, 9Now has been Australia's market leader by asking consumers to provide their contact information to see its content. As of January 2019, Nine claims to have more than 7 million registrations on its platform. [3] History 2010-2013: FIXPlay On April 12, 2010, as part of its online entertainment brand TheFIX, the
Ninemsn Company released FIXPlay, an on-demand catch-up television service for the Nine Network, incorporating locally produced programming by Nine and GO! as well as the contents of the back-catalogue of local and international distributors. [4] FIXPlay has become the second catch-up television service released by an Australian commercial
network, the first being Yahoo7's PLUS7 and the Seven Network. 2012-2013: Jump-in On July 26, 2012, Nine released Jump-in, a social television test app on iPhone and iPad for its coverage of the 2012 Summer Olympics. The app allowed users to view news about the TV show, set reminders and comments on events, view the full Olympic calendar, the
latest medal count, event results, news coverage and other video highlights. Following its success throughout the Olympic Games, Jump-in was launched commercially on February 4, 2013 as an interactive television app that allowed viewers to get a behind-the-scenes look at some of the TV series, vote and post live commentary on certain TV series (which
would appear on screen) and participate in competitions. [7] 2013-2016: logo 9Jumpin 9Junmpin On November 8, 2013, FIXPlay was merged into later renamed 9June in May 2014, integrating catch-up television with interactive social media. The app's original interactive TV features were integrated into its new website, while new catch-up content was now
available on mobile devices. The 9Jumpin site was closed on January 28, 2016, one day after the silent launch of 9Now. 2016-present: 9Now 9Now October 2015, with the upcoming launch of 9Life and the relaunch of 9HD and imminently renamed network, Nine announced that 9Jumpin would be replaced by a brand new service called 9Now. Pete
Wiltshire, Revenue Director of Nine Entertainment Co., said that [9Jumpin] was never designed to be the streaming product and it is not and announced that the specially built 9Now service will replace 9June as new on-demand catch-up TELEVISION service with a wider range of content, while offering live streaming of Channel 9 , 9Gem, 9GB! and 9Life. [9]
9Now has been described as a premium destination for live streaming, catch-up and on-demand content for all of the Nine Network's linear channels. The 9Now website and app were launched on January 27, 2016 with live streaming for Nine, with live streaming for multichannels to be launched at a later date. [10] However, unlike its 7plus competitors, ABC
iview, SBS on Demand and 10play, 9Now requires users to create an account before allowing access to catch-up content and live streaming. Livestreams for 9GB!, 9Gem and 9Life were launched on May 17, 2016. Following the launch of 9Now, win Television, Nine's main regional subsidiary, sued Nine Entertainment Co., alleging that the service had
violated its program supply agreement by broadcasting nine programs in territories where it held exclusive rights. [12] Hammerschlag J. of the NSW Supreme Court dismissed the case on April 28, 2016, ruling that Nine was entitled to broadcast its programming nationally because the definition of broadcasting of the affiliation agreement was not live internet
broadcasting. [14] Nine's victory prompted network executives to revoke WIN's network affiliation beyond June 2016, and to join a new regional affiliation with Southern Cross Austereo (WIN will simultaneously switch to Network Ten). [16] [17] [18] See also Tv portal Australia Internet portal television in Australia References - a b Reilly, Claire (October 29,
2015). Nine Network to stream all channels live and reorganize HD. Cnet. Recovered on January 27, 2016. A b Knox, David (January 28, 2016). 9Now ready for live streaming. Tv Tonight. Recovered on January 28, 2016. Samios, Zoe (January 9, 2019). Nine integrates 9Now into the 9Galaxy tool, provides dynamic advertising insertion before the Australian
Open. Mr. Mumbrella. Recovered April 15, 2019. NINEMSN LANCE FIXPlay. Mi9. April 12, 2010. Archived of the original on May 5, 2012. Recovered on January 27, 2016. Knox, David (April 12, 2010). Nine FIXPlay launches, video catch-up. Tv Tonight. Recovered on January 27, 2016. Jump-in at the London 2012 Olympic Games. Mi9. July 26 Archived of
the original on July 30, 2012. Recovered on January 27, 2016. Mi9 announces the full commercial launch of Jump-in. Mi9. February 4, 2013. Archived of the original on April 10, 2013. Recovered on January 27, 2016. Advanced app for original viewers - June 9 to stage the very first Tweet of Origin battle. Mi9. May 27, 2014. Archived June 23, 2014.
Recovered on January 27, 2016. Mason, Max (October 29, 2015). Nine to launch a new 9Life lifestyle channel and broadcast all channels 24/7. Sydney Morning Herald. Recovered on February 24, 2016. Nine begins the rollout of the 9Now catch-up and streaming service and the My9 recording system. mUmBRELLA. January 27, 2016. Recovered on
January 29, 2016. Nine catch-up site 9Now launches quietly. mediaweek. January 28, 2016. Recovered on January 29, 2016. Mason, Max (February 10, 2016). Bruce Gordon's WIN takes Nine to court on streaming. Sydney Morning Herald. Recovered April 29, 2016. Christensen, Nic (February 10, 2016). WIN takes nine to court to try to block its 9Now live
streaming service in regional areas. mUmBRELLA. Recovered April 29, 2016. McDonald, Philippa (April 28, 2016). Regional broadcaster WIN is losing its offer to stop streaming channel nine. Australian Broadcasting Corporation. Recovered April 29, 2016. Knot, David (April 28, 2016). Nine wins in the 9NOW streaming lawsuit filed by WIN TV. mUmBRELLA.
Recovered April 29, 2016. White, Dominic (April 29, 2016). Nine and Southern Cross as part of a multi-year affiliation agreement. Sydney Morning Herald. Recovered April 29, 2016. Mitchell, Jake (April 29, 2016). Nine victories show the absurdity of the media law: WIN chief Andrew Lancaster. The Australian. Recovered April 29, 2016. Mitchell, Jake;
Davidson, Darren (May 2, 2016). Nine, ten to exchange affiliate partners. The Australian. Recovered May 23, 2016. External Links Official 9Now on Facebook 9Now on Instagram Recovered from
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